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At this moment, Xian Cheng also walked over. Feng Qing’s gaze swept across Han Jintian and 

Xing Yue. The way Xian Cheng was so respectful to Han Jintian just now was enough to show that the 

three brothers had a transcendent status in the Seven Stars Continent and were even above the seven 

families. 

 

 

At the thought of this, Feng Qing smiled and said, “Mr. Xian, I know you are very curious about 

Feng Yiru, but whether you can know these things must be decided by Brother Xing Yue and the rest.” 

 

 

From her perspective, Xian Cheng was just a stranger she had just met. Compared to her 

relationship with Xing Yue and the other two, Xian Cheng was still an outsider. Therefore, without Xing 

Yue and the other two’s permission, she could not tell Xian Cheng about Feng Yiru. 

 

 

Upon hearing this, Xian Cheng also understood what Feng Qing meant. He looked at Xing Yue 

and Han Jinlu pitifully and said in a fawning tone, “Young Master, Third Young Master, I’m also doing this 

for the Palace Masterâ€¦” 

 

 

In front of Feng Qing, Xian Cheng only used the title ‘Palace Master’. Feng Qing couldn’t 

understand what this title meant in the Seven Stars Continent. After all, she didn’t know much about the 

Seven Stars Continent. Moreover, the internal information of the Seven Stars Continent was strictly 

confidential to the outside world. Therefore, in Feng Qing’s opinion, the Palace Master that Xian Cheng 

was talking about shouldn’t be referring to his older brotherâ€”the head of the Xian family. Perhaps he 

was referring to Xing Yue and Han Jinlu’s biological father? 

 

 

From the start to the end, Feng Qing had never thought of Xing Yue and the other two as 

members of the Seven Stars Continent. It was only after Xian Cheng had publicly bowed to Han Jintian 



that she realized that these three brothers were all from the Seven Stars Continent. Someone who could 

make the second young master of the Xian family bow respectfully was probably rare in the entire Seven 

Stars Continent. 

 

 

The internal hierarchy of the Seven Stars Continent was strict and the system was perfect. The 

entire Seven Stars Continent was composed of three parts of authority, namely the Prime Minister of 

the Seven Stars Continent, the Supreme Court, and the Seven Stars Continent’s Council. Below the 

Council and Prime Minister were the seven families of the Seven Stars Continent. 

 

 

The people of the seven families occupied the core positions of the three major rights 

institutions. It was only in the recent years that Di Tianxing had appeared out of nowhere and relied on 

his own strength to deter the people of the seven families. Before Di Tianxing, if the seven families 

joined forces, they even had the right to directly dismiss the Prime Minister. 

 

 

The Xian family that Xian Cheng was in had been ranked at the end of the seven families in the 

past few decades. Now, among the seven families, the youngest family head, Xing Wudi, was the most 

famous. However, the other families were the most stable and powerful. Of course, Feng Qing did not 

know the internal relationship between the seven families. 

 

 

In reality, it was not difficult for her to know if she wanted to. She only needed to call Xing Wudi 

and everything would be clear. However, it was precisely because of Xing Wudi’s existence that she 

avoided the Seven Stars Continent. She was already Madam Xie now and did not want to have anything 

to do with the Seven Stars Continent anymore. 

 

 

Feng Qing called the waiter over and instructed them that the banquet had officially begun. She 

also invited all the guests and students of the music school to attend the banquet in banquet hall No. 2. 

As for the wealthy families who had a good relationship with the Feng family, they were all chased out 



by the security guards. The students of the music school sat in the corner of the banquet hall. They 

looked at the socialites who were coming in and out. Some had timid expressions on their faces, while 

others had looks of envy and admiration. One of the students even secretly pulled a waiter and asked, 

“Little Brother, I want to ask who organized the banquet in banquet hall number two?” 

 

 

The waiter immediately said respectfully, “Of course it’s Madam Xie.” 

 

 

When he said the words ‘Madam Xie’, the waiter raised his head and puffed out his chest. He 

looked imposing, as if the words ‘Madam Xie’ made him feel honored. 

 

 

The student asked again, “Can you tell me who the Madam Xie you’re talking about is?” 

 

 

Upon hearing this question, the waiter looked at the student in front of him as if he was looking 

at an idiot and said, “You came to attend the banquet, but you don’t even know who Madam Xie is?” 

 

 

A female student at the side couldn’t help but interrupt. “May I ask if the Madam Xie you’re 

talking about is Feng Qing?” 

 

 

The waiter nodded and said, “Isn’t that nonsense? If not her, then are you? She’s the one who 

booked the entire hotel for the banquet today.” 

 

 



After obtaining the waiter’s confirmation, all the students from the music school who had 

surrounded them were in an uproar. However, some of them quickly started to sweat cold sweat, and 

many of them turned pale. After the waiter left with the tray, the students immediately started 

discussing in low voices. 

 


